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Tango Stick

Price 21.05 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1584

Manufacturer SKOFF

Product description
TANGO is a range of LED lighting fixtures inspired by the shape of a square, created as part of the Music Line collection of well-
known Polish manufacturer - SKOFF. The line is characterized by flat lighting, energy-efficient luminaires with consistent
design. They emphasize the architecture and interior design and eliminate glare, through appropriate lighting.

Presented here is a standard model for light fixtures of this family sizes, i.e. the width and the length of 7,3cm. The main
difference in comparison with the base embodiment, the mounting - double sided tape or glue. It's a great solution for people
with less montage experience, or for creative designers, who enjoy no restrictions, due to the shape and functions of the
device. Check it not only on the stairs, in the corridor, but also as part of energy-saving lighting system and used eg. Sites
furniture, where there are great opportunities to make holes.

TANGO STICK protect led-module, which guarantee low energy consumption and having durability at 50 thousand. burning
hours. That light can be mounted in one of 5 color options: white, warm white, green, red or blue. Power consumption
regardless of the severity of the degree of protection varies from 0.6 to 1W. The module is non-exchangeable, which further
strengthens the whole structure but at a 2-year warranty, is a very good solution for modern lighting systems.
 

LED Lighting fitting, designed to highlight passages

Advantages: Long life - 50 000h
Very low power consumption
Robust design
Material: Aluminum

Application: illumination of passageways
stairs
stair risers
glass cabinets
wall light design

Available types

Symbol Finishing Colour of light Power consumption
[W]

Absolute luminous flux Luminous efficiency [lm/W] Indeks

ML-RS-G-W Aluminum white 0,8 19,2 ±0,5 25,3 ±0,4 ML-RST-G-W

ML-RS-G-WW Aluminum warm white 0,8 19,2 ±0,5 - ML-RST-G-H

ML-RS-G-R Aluminum red 1,0 - - ML-RST-G-R

ML-RS-G-B Aluminum blue 0,8 - - ML-RST-G-B

ML-RS-G-G Aluminum green 0,6 - - ML-RST-G-G

Technical data

Supply voltage: 10 V DC

Light source: LED

Installation: using self-adhesive tape or glue

Ingress Protection
Rating:

IP 20
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Type of connection: parallel

Recommended
power supplies:

ZOL6, ZOL7, ZOL15, ZOL16

Commercial data

Device weight: ...

Device dimensions: 73 x 73 mm

Warranty period: 24 mo.
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This product has additional options:

Light color: Warm white , Cold white , blue , Green , Red
Waterproof: IP20 , IP56 (+ 2.07 Euro )
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